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In PALINDROMIC VOWELS AND TAUTONYMIC VOWELS (WW May 2019) I included a small number (20 in all) of single words having palindromic vowels. The lists below offer a much larger selection.

3-LETTER PALINDROMIC PATTERNS

PATTERN 111

aaa AARDVARK ALASKA ANAGRAM BALTHAZAR BANANA CALLAGHAN CANADA DAMARA FARADAY FARAWAY GALAHAD HAGGADAH JACAMAR JAKARTA KAZAKHSTAN KAMPALA LAMBADA MALAYA MALACCA MANHATTAN NAGALAND PANAMA PARAGRAPH RAMADAN SAARLAND SAMANTHA TARANTASS VALHALLA WAKASHAN YAHATA ZAANSTAD
ee BREEZE CHEESE DECEMBER DEEPER DEFERRED ELEMENT EVEREST ESTEEM FLEECED FREEZE FETTERED GEEZER GREENE HEELED MERCEDES MESSENGER METERED NEEDLE PERVERTED RESTLESSNESS REVENGE REVERTED SEPTEMBER SETEE SENTENCE SEVERED SHEPHERDESS TEETER VEERED WHEREVER WESTERNER YESTREEN

iii BIKINI CRITICISM DIMINISH DISMISSING FINISHING GINGILI HIGHLIGHTING INTRINSIC INVITING INDIGNITY INFINITY KILLIFISH LIMITING MIMICKING NIHILISM PICNICING RIMINI SIMPLISTIC TIMIDITY VISITING WHIRLIGIG

ooo BONOBO BOOKWORM CHLOROFORM CHRONOLOGY DOORSTOP FOOTCLOTH GODHOOD HOOKWORM HOROLOGY KOMONDOR LOGWOOD MOORCOCK NOMOLOGY OLOGY ORTHODOX PROTOCOL ROOFTOP SOLOMON TOMORROW TORCHWOOD TORONTO VOORSKOT WOODWORK
4-LETTER PALINDROMIC PATTERNS

PATTERN 1111

aaaa ALABAMA ATHABASCA BALACLAVA CASABLANCA CATAMARAN
DAMARALAND JACARANDA KALA-АЗAR MAHARAJAH NARAYANGANJ
PARAMATTA RAT-A-TAT-TAT SCARAMANGA TARMACADAM

eeee BEJEWELLED DEFERENCE EFFERVESCENT ESTEEMED EVERGREEN
FREESHEET GEE-GEE HEEDLESSNESS KEEPERLESS LEVEELESS
MENDELEEV NEEDLESSNESS PERSEVERE REDEEMED REENTERED
SEVENTEEN SLEEPLESSNESS SLEEVELESS TEETERED TENNESSEE
VENEERER WEEKENDER ZEBEDEE

iii CRITICISING DIMINISHING GINGIVITIS KILLIKINICK MISSISSIPPI
NIHILISTIC

oooo COLONOSCOPY GOODWOOD LOCOMOTOR NONORTHODOX ODONTOLOGY

uuuu KUKURUKU (a place)

PATTERN 1221

aeea ASKELETAL BATTERSEA FATSHEDEA GATESHEAD HAMMERHEAD
JAMESETTA PANETELLA STATEMENTAL

aiia ALICIA ANTICLIMAX ASPIDISTRA BASILICA FAMILIAR MAGICIAN
MAGNIFICAT MARITIMAL PARISIAN PARTICIPANT PATRICIDAL
PYRAMIDICAL STATISTICAL

aooa ARTHROPODA GASTROPODA MALODORANT SARCOSOMA

auua AUGUSTA ANGUSTURA AUTUMNAL AVUNCULAR

eaae CELLARAGE CLEARANCE DEBATABLE DEGRADABLE DEMARCATE
EARACHE EATABLE EMBARRASSED ENLARGABLE ESCALATE
ESCAPADE FLEABANE HEPTAVALENT LEAFAGE MEATAXE
NEAR-MARKET PEAR-SHAPED REARRANGE SEAKALE TEACAKE
VERANDAED
eiiie CENTILITRE DEFINITE DEIFIED FEMININE FERTILISE GELIGNITE MEDICINE REVISITED SENSITIVE TERRIFIED VEINLIKE WEIRDIE eooe CELLOSOLVE ENDOSCOPE ENDOSPORE FESTOONED GEOLOGER LEONORE MESOSOME METRONOME NEOPHOBE PRECOOKED REBOOTED SELF-COLORED TECHNOPHOBIE THERMOSCOPE VELODROME XENOPHOBE YELLOWSTONE euue RESTRUCTURED iaai INSTAMATIC iieei DIGENETIC DISHEVELLING INTERCEDING INTERESTING INTERVENING MIDDLEWEIGHT NINEIGHTHS WINTERWEIGHT iooi BIOLOGIC CHIRONOMID CHIROPODIST HISTOLOGIST ISOMORPHISM LIPOTROPIC MICROSCOPIC TRICHOLOGIST VIROLOGIST iuui DISULPHURIC SIPUNCULID oaaao PROCLAMATORY PROPAGATOR ooeo CHOLESTEROL FORGET-ME-NOT MONTENEGRO ooio FORTISSIMO MONILIFORM POSITION PROHIBITOR VOLITION uaaau SUBTHALAMUS TUTANKHAMUN ueeu UNEVENTFUL uiiu RUBIDIU M UMBILICUS uoouu HUMOROUS UNSORROWFUL

5-LETTER PALINDROMIC PATTERNS

PATTERN 11111

aaaaa ABRACADABRA eeeeee BEEKEEPER DEFENCELESSNESS FREEWHEELED iiiiii INDIVISIBLE PRIMITIVISTIC oooooo ORTHODONTOLOGY

PATTERN 11211
CHANDRASEKHARAN

ASAHIKAWA (a place)

MALACOSTRACAN

CAMPANULATA NAMAQUALAND

DETESTABLENESS EVENHANDEDNESS PRESENTABLENESS SLEDGEHAMMERED VENERABLENESS

BENEFICENCE DECEPTIVENESS EXCESSIVENESS EXPERIMENTED

BENEVOLENCE ELECTROMETER REFLECTOMETER WHERESOEVER

EXECUTEE

IGNITABILITY MILITARISTIC

INDIGENISING

IRIDOSCHISIS

BILIRUBINIC

CHONDROPATHOLOGY

COLOPEXOTOMY

FUKUROKUJU

PATTERN 12121

ASTIGMATICALLY GAILLARDIA LAMINARIA MAGISTRATICALLY STRATIGRAPHICAL

SAVONAROLA

ACUTANGULAR

ELACERATE EXAGGERATE EXASPERATE HEARTSEASE

ENGINELIKE

TESTOSTERONE

GEMUSESUPPE

BIPARTISANSHIP DILAPIDATING INACTIVATING INVALIDATING

INTERFINGERING MISDELIVERING
ioioi ISODIMORPHIC
oaaoa ROMANO-SAXON
oeooeo PROLEGOMENON
oioio OVIPOSITOR
ueueu SUPERSUCCESSFUL

PATTERN_12221
aiaia ARTIFICIAL

PATTERN_12121
aiia ASTIGMATICALLY MAGISTRATICALLY STRATIGRAPHICAL
aoaoa SAVONAROLA
auaua ACUTANGULA
eaeae DELACERATE EXAGGERATE EXASPERATE PEACEABLE
eieie ENGINELIKE
eoeoe BENZOPHENONE TESTOSTERONE
eueue GEMUSESUPPE
iaaii INACTIVATING INVAGINATING INVALIDATING BIPARTISANSHIP
ieiie DILAPIDATING
ioioi ISODIMORPHIC
iuiiui TRISUBSTITUTING
oaaoa ROMANO-SAXON
oeoeo PROLEGOMENON
oioio OVIPOSITOR
ueueu SUPERSUCCESSFUL

PATTERN_12221
aiiai ARTIFICIAL SACRIFICIAL
eiiei HELICITIES LEGITIMIZE
NITROHYDROCHLORIC

PATTERN 12321

PREVARICATE

REASONABLE

EUROBUSES

CONFISCATION

CONSTIPATION

NONINCLUSION

LUBRITORIUM

6 --LETTER PALNDROMIC PATTERNS

LEICESTERSHIRE

TARAMASALATA

INDIVISIBILITY

NONINTERVENTION

7 --LETTER PALNDROMIC PATTERNS

AUDIOVISUAL

VOCALIC PHRASES

PANAMA CANAL

FARAWAY ALASKA

DECEMBER FREEZE

SEPTEMBER BREEZE

VISITING RIMINI

TORONTO’S ROOFTOPS

PARISIAN MAGICIAN

SEA WATER

TRADESMAN’S AGENDA

ANTHEA’S CAMERA

DAVINA’S WAISTBAND
MACDONALD’S PAVLOVA
LAUDA’S JAGUAR
ESTATE ENTRANCE
JESSIE’S BERRIES
PEOPLE WELCOME
HERCULES RESCUED
PIANIST FINALST
LIGHTWEIGHT LIMERICK
HISTORIC MINORITY
MISUSING INSULIN
ORLANDO’S ROADBLOCK
GOVENOR OVERWORKS
BONINGTON (Chris - mountaineer)’S HORIZON
CONDUCTOR’S CORDUROYS
JUNGFRAU’S SUBSTRATUM
SUCCESSFUL JUVENTUS LUXEMBURG MUSEUM
FRUITFUL MUIRBNURN (moorburn - encourages new growth)
QUORUM HUMOUR

We finish off with HERCULE POIROT